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to claim an estate in land, and legitimate when he resorts to another to
obtain personal succession.'
The justification of the decision, however, was explained forty
years later by James LJ. as follows:1
*What the assembled judges said in Doe v. Vardill^ and what the
Lords held, was, that the case of heirship to English land was a peculiar
exception to the rights incident to that character and status of legiti-
macy, which was admitted by both judges and Lords to be the true
character and status of the claimant. It was only an additional instance
of the many anomalies which at that time affected the descent of land.
. . . But in this particular case, the exception is, at all events, plausible.
The English heirship, the descent of English land, required not only
that the man should be legitimate, but as it were porphyro-genitus^ born
legitimate within the narrowest pale of English legitimacy.'
It was later decided that a legitimating father could not succeed
to his son's land.2
Rule in     The rule in Doe> d. Birtwhistle v. Vardill is now of little
**7w# importance. Its operation has been, in the first place, severely
* of tittle limited by the Administration of Estates Act,  1925. This
importance statute abolishes heirship in the case of the fee simple estate,3
and provides that upon intestacy the land shall be held by the
personal representatives upon trust for sale.4 The money
arising from the sale does not pass to an heir, but is distributed
among the relatives of the deceased according to the scheme
established by the Act.5 The two cases in which it may still be
necessary to discover the heir to a fee simple estate according
to the old rules of descent are unlikely to arise in connexion
with private international law, and need not be discussed.6
* The result, then, of this Act was that heirship became con-
fined to the case of an entailed interest, so that if the facts of
Doe v. Vardill had occurred again in 1926 the decision would
have been the same, provided that the intestate was a tenant
in tail. The rule established by that decision is, however, almost
1 In re Goodman's Trusts (1881), 17 Ch.D. 266, 299.
z In re Don's Estate (18 5 7), 4 Drewry 194. The rule would also seem to apply
to a claim of succession to a peerage: The Btratkmore Peerage Case (1821), 6 Bli.
(N.S.) 487; 54 Lords Jo. 5 54 (where it was held/however, that the claimant had
not been legitimated); Shedden v. Patrick (1854), i Macq. H.L. Cas. 535.
3 S.45(r).	* S. 33.	5 5.46.
6 They arise under the Law of Property Act, 1925; i.e. (a) where there is a
limitation that would formerly have been caught by the Rule in Shelley's Case
(s. 131); (£) where there is an express limitation to the 'heir' of a deceased person
(s. 13 2). For this last case see Cheshire, Modern Real Property (8th ed.), pp. 766-7

